ABSTRACT OSSE observed Centaurus A at energies between 0. 05 and 10 MeV in 199105 and 10 MeV in , 199205 and 10 MeV in , and in 1993. During each observation, this AGN was found to be at relatively low intensities compared to previous observations. It exhibited roughly constant average intensity intervals of a few (5 to 8) days with abrupt (12 to 24-hour) intensity changes about the mean of as much as 60%. The spectral shape at low intensities can be represented by a single power-law up to about one MeV (1992); the more intense 1991 spectrum is best characterized by a broken power-law with a half-power steepening near 150 keV. Extrapolations to high energy, when compared with the EGRET upper limit for emission above 100 MeV, suggest a need for an additional spectral break above one MeV. The spectral behavior of the AGN in Cen A at energies below one MeV appears to be intermediate between that of flat-spectrum quasars such as 3C 273 and of steep-spectrum Seyferts such as NGC 4151.
INTRODUCTION
OSSE observed the AGN in the nearest (3-5 Mpc) radio galaxy Centaurus A (NGC 5128) on three occasions in 1991, 1992, and 1993 . This source is among the brightest extragalactic objects above 100 keV. Prior to the launch of the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO), Cen A was one of three AGN with detections up to and above about 100 keV (see e.g. Gehrels and Cheung, 1991) , and was considerably the brightest of the class at these energies. Emission from this source has been found to be highly variable at Xray energies. This paper describes OSSE observations of variability on time scales as short as 12 hours and of spectra and spectral shape variability in the 50 to 1000 keV range.
OBSERVATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
OSSE comprises four identical and independent phoswich spectrometers which have a total area of 2620 cm 2 and an effective area of ~2000 cm 2 at 511 keV and which are sensitive between about 50 keV and 10 MeV (see Johnson et al. 1993 for an instrument description) . All four detectors were used in a two-minute source/background chopping mode to observe Cen A during three viewing periods in October 1991 (560,000 detector-s of source observing time), November 1992 (130,000 detector-s), and April 1993 (485,000 detector-s). For these observations, time-integrated count-rate spectra were accumulated in 512-channel energy spectra at 16 s resolution. During the 1991 and 1993 observations, the source was simultaneously observed by EGRET and COMPTEL.
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1. VARIABILITY: OSSE observed Cen A at three relatively distinct intensity levels in observations in three consecutive calendar years. The 1991 observation had two distinct intensity levels; the 1992 and 1993 observations were at lower average intensity levels ( Fig.  1) , with significant and generally random variations about their mean intensity levels. During all of the observations, Cen A was at historically relatively low intensity levels, with the 1992 and 1993 observations being the near the lowest intensities yet reported for Cen A in the 50-100 keV region. Variability in the integral (50 keV to 500 keV) intensity of the three observations is shown in Fig. 1 on a one-day time scale. The data provide compelling evidence for variability on a time scale of 12 to 24 hours. Much of the ~40% intensity change from the "high" to the "low" state in the 1991 observation occurred within 12 hours. This state change is also clearly present when similar analyses are made in narrow energy bands between 50 and 400 keV. Numerous 3-sigma variations of the integral intensity on a 12-hour time scale are present in the 3 observations. The average intensity in the observations monotonically decreased with time, with the 1992 observation (days 672-678) decreasing by a factor of ~2 in intensity relative to the "high" state observed in 1991. The 1993 observation (days 821-825 and 831-839) are more variable, with an average intensity ~25% lower than that in 1992.
2. SPECTRAL ANALYSES: Time-integrated spectra for the 1991 low and high states and for the 1992, and 1993 observations had significantly different average intensities. Models fit to each spectrum were a double or broken power-law spectrum, a simple powerlaw spectrum, and a Sunyaev-Titarchuk Comptonization model spectrum (Sunyaev and Titarchuk, 1980) . Fig. 2a and 2b show these fits for the 1991 high state (days 291-296) and low state (days 297-304). Uncertainties are shown at the one-sigma level; upper limits are plotted at the two-sigma intensity level. Spectral fits used single-channel data between 50 and 1000 keV; energy channels are combined for display. Table I gives the best-fit parameters for each model for the all four data sets. There are significant differences between the timeintegrated spectral shapes of the four observations at different intensities. The lower intensity observations (1992 and 1993) are reasonably well represented by a single power-law of index -1.9 over the full range observed. Broken power-law fits to these observations give statistically only marginally better fits than does a single power-law, but broken powerlaw fits give visually more satisfying fits. However, the fit parameters of the break are not as well defined, especially for the 1992 observation, suggesting that a spectral break may not be required to characterize these data. The Comptonization model gives fits statistically equivalent to the broken and single power-law fits for these data, but it fails in modeling the lowersignificance high-energy points. However, the more intense emission observed in 1991 over a 14 day interval is not well-represented by a single power-law model. Both the 1991 high and low states are well-characterized by a broken power-law model with a half-power break in the 150 keV region; the higher-intensity spectrum has a slightly larger break at somewhat higher energy. Chi-squared mapping of the confidence levels of the break energy and the magnitude of the break show that the break is probably not abrupt, but occurs gradually over an energy range of ~50 keV. The Sunyaev-Titarchuk Comptonization model also gives a statistically acceptable fit to these data. OSSE's observations have confirmed the variable nature of Cen A previously reported at X-ray energies up to 100 keV, where intensities varying by a factor of ten have been seen (see e.g. Baity et al. 1981 , or Gehrels et al. 1984 for historical summaries) . We have extended the variability range up to 500 keV and decreased the time-scales for intensity changes in the 100 keV range from months to as short as 12 hours. To a first approximation, the time-dependence of the variability is found to be similar for energies between 50 keV and 500 keV. An abrupt intensity change of ~30% was observed between roughly constant average intensity intervals of about one-week duration. OSSE's observed random intensity variations about the local mean of up to 60% in times as short as 12 hours. From simple light-travel arguments, these short intensity variations suggest that the emitting region is less than 10 15 cm across.
Cen A exhibited different spectral shapes which may be intensity-related. A simple power-law represents the low-intensity data almost as well as does a broken power-law, but a broken power-law is needed to characterize the more intense 1991 spectra. For broken power-law fits (Table I) , there is a trend for the break energy to move to lower energies and for the break to become less strong with decreasing intensity. Although a broken power-law represents the higher-intensity observations well, it is likely that a more physical model with a gradually steepening spectrum is a better model for Cen A's variable spectral shape.
The OSSE observations of Cen A, which are at historically low intensity levels, provide a new level of definition of the spectrum above 50 keV which is sufficiently precise to show spectral differences with intensity change, and to define the spectral shape up to about one MeV. Extrapolations of the OSSE spectra to the 100 MeV region are inconsistent with upper limits obtained by EGRET in simultaneous observations (Fichtel, 1993) . This suggests that an additional break or roll-off in the few MeV region is present in the Cen A spectrum. No evidence for line emission was present in the OSSE data. CONCLUSIONS OSSE observed Cen A to exhibit highly variable hard X-ray and soft gamma-ray emission with average spectral behavior intermediate between that of the gamma-ray blazars like 3C 273 which have detectable gamma-ray emission extending from the keV to the GeV range (e.g. McNaron-Brown et al. 1994 , Fichtel et al. 1993 ) and Seyfert galaxies, typified by NGC-4151 (Johnson et al. 1994 ) which have canonical low-energy spectra which roll off in the 100 keV range. Below about 100 keV, Cen A appears to exhibit spectra similar to the "canonical" AGN spectrum (Rothschild et al. 1983 ) with an index of around 1.7, but its spectrum does not roll off exponentially in the 50 to 200 keV range as do most X-ray Seyfert spectra (Johnson et al. 1994 ). In the OSSE energy range, power-law extrapolations to the MeV range appear appropriate. However, the roll off apparently required above an MeV by EGRET upper-limits cause this object to be unusual among extragalactic sources observed to date.
